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SOUTHERN SUDAN 

 Central Equatoria State: The Annual Livelihood and 
Nutrition Assessment (ANLA) for Central Equatoria 
was completed on 26 March (p 4) 

 Lakes State: UN distributes 261 NFIs kits to 261 IDP 
households  in Cueibet County (p 5) 

 Unity State: Data compiled on the number of IDPs in 
the state (p 6) 

 Warrap State: Food distribution suspended in Tonj 
South country (p 6) 

 Abyei: WFP food convoy detained in Nyama (p 1) 
 Southern Kordofan: Water shortages in Keilak 

locality (p 3) 
 
 Northern Darfur: “Adapting to Climate Change in 

Darfur” retreat brings together over 60 participants 
from the GoS, UN agencies, donors and civil society 
groups to discuss early recovery (p 4) 

 

ABYEI 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Humanitarian Access: On 25 March, WFP food convoy was detained by some Misseriya at Nyama (100 km north of 
Abyei) requesting compensation for deaths due to recent clashes in Rumamier. The WFP trucks were later released 
after a meeting of between Abyei authorities and the UN. It recommended that all possible means be sought by the 
authorities to address the broader concerns of the Misseriya in order to ensure stability of the Abyei area. 

Access: Domboloya remains inaccessible to the UN while most of Abyei area is still under UN Security level 3. In a UN 
field mission this week, police at Lufon warned the UN not to proceed beyond the area due to security concerns.  

Returns: There are no updates this week regarding returns to Abyei from Khartoum and the northern states. 
Information received from Abyei SSRRC/HAC and RRR in Khartoum confirms that authorities have still not unveiled the
final plan for the expected Abyei returns.  
Reception Center Contingency Planning: UN and partners in Abyei continue the process of contingency planning in 
anticipation of returns. WFP is ready to support the movement with the required food support if adequate and timely 
information is given for logistical planning. UNICEF, with the support of UNMIS Engineering, completed the construction 
of two additional bore holes and sixteen toilets facilities dug at the reception center in Dokura.  UNMIS Engineering has 
completed leveling the reception site and Abyei UNDP approved the funds needed to construct the fence round the 
reception center. SSRRC/HAC has started construction of the required ten tents as agreed at the returns committee 
meeting with a total of five tents completed to date. 

AECOM in Abyei:  RCSO-RRR met with AECOM this week to discuss the organization’s activities in Abyei. AECOM 
plans to drill seven water yards along the migration routes with the locations already identified.  AECOM also received 
funding in the amount of USD 200,000 by USAID to build infrastructure which will strengthen the establishment of the 
judiciary. This follows a request by the Chief Administrator in this area.  AECOM continues to work alongside the office 
of the Chief Administrator to determine other funding priorities. 

COORDINATION ISSUES 
Health: In the monthly health coordination meeting attended by WHO, UNICEF, GOAL, MSF, RCSO-RRR and chaired 
by the Ministers for Health, Education and Social Affairs, it was reported that three (3) additional medical doctors have 
been deployed to Abyei through the facilitation/coordination of the Abyei Chief Administrator and Minister of Health for 
Abyei. These much-needed additions boost the number of professionally-trained medical doctors working at the Abyei 
Civil Hospital to four. Accommodation for the Medical Officers remains a challenge. WHO donated medicine to the 
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Abyei Civil Hospital wand UNICEF recently provided nutritional training in Abyei and Agok. HEAR Sudan also 
implemented refresher training programmes for teachers targeting 60 participants in Abyei and 40 participants in Agok. 

Education: On 23 March, education authorities reported a total of 41 schools in the Abyei area. Nine ( 9) of the schools 
located in Rumbek, Minyang Anyiel, Ayomboi, Aganyitok, Pamoon, Nyinchuor, Athony, Kolom and Juoljok were
constructed with local materials while the rest are permanent structures.  UNICEF reported that the construction of the 
education office and the Abyei Girls Secondary School will be completed soon. The handover of the facilities to the 
authorities will take place within the next ten days. Construction of four additional primary schools in Miokol, Mading 
Achueng, Miyom, Ngok primary was recently completed.  

UNDP signed a contract to complete the construction of Abathok Primary School and dig an additional four pit latrines 
for the school. Funding was recently approved for the second phase of construction of Mijak, Rumamer, and Maker 
schools.  

The Ministry of Infrastructure agreed to allocate land for the construction of a Youth Centre in Abyei by Save The 
Children.  The organization is already implementing the School Improvement Programme for the Abyei Boys, Abyei 
Girls and the Comboni Primary Schools.  Save the Children plans to widen implementation to additional schools.  

 

BLUE NILE STATE 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Gender and Elections: On 24 March, the Blue Nile University Centre for Peace and Development Studies, in 
collaboration with UNIFEM, organized a two day workshop targeting political parties to raise awareness on women’s 
participation in the electoral process. 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Crisis Risk & Mapping Analysis (CRMA): In an attempt to promote NGO engagement in the Crisis Risk & Mapping 
Analysis (CRMA) 4Ws database programme, CRMA in collaboration with RCSO agreed on an approach towards  
mapping NGO activities in the 4Ws data base. CRMA will continue to support training sessions on the database for all 
NGOs and UN agencies. 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS  
On 23 March, WFP informed the RCSO that the Registration and Verification exercise planned in Amara and Goni 
settlements in north Damazin is postponed. This is due to the departure of all of the IDPs since December 2009 to their 
homes in Agadi area where the Arab Sudanese Blue Nile Agricultural Company provides them with job opportunities 
during the sorghum and cotton harvest. It is estimated that this labour movement will last between 3 - 4 months and that 
the workers will not return until the beginning of the next rainy season. 

 
SOUTHERN KORDOFAN (KADUGLI AND MUJLAD) 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Monthly Coordination Meeting: The Monthly Coordination Meeting (MCM) was held for four days from 22 March. 
During this period, all sectors held coordination meetings, except Basic Infrastructure.  Salient points raised during the 
meetings include:  
Education Sector: Planned construction of classrooms before the rainy season. According to the UN Sector Lead, 
80% of the work has been completed. The Sector requested WFP to expand school feeding programs in particular in 
remote areas and plan more Food-for-Work (FFW) projects on classroom constructions. In response, WFP stated that 
ongoing feeding programs should be evaluated based on certain criteria before any expansions. As for FFW on 
classroom constructions, WFP stated that although it recently signed an agreement with Care and CDF on specific 
projects, it will require more NFO partners. 
Water & Sanitation: UNICEF shared its findings from the assessment conducted in Lagawa Locality at the request of 
RPCM, which successfully reconciled warring parties. Although the request was more recovery-oriented in order to 
support the achieved peace and stability by means of basic services deliveries required by the communities, the 
assessment found emergency needs of water in two of the five assessed sites. WFP’s FFW projects will be used to 
create a hafir (Abu Junuk) and a dam (Tabagg) as the two locations do not have ground water. Meanwhile, UNICEF 
completed its WASH assessment in the 8 localities prioritized in Coordinated Action Plan with the fund for all projects 
being secured. As for Sanitation, UNICEF requested its NGO partners to adopt UNICEF’s CATS (Community Approach 
Total Sanitation) in order to enhance synergies. 
FSL: WFP plans to start general food distribution for vulnerable HHs and returnees, totalling nearly 190,000 people, in 
eleven localities (Kadugli, El Buram, Um Dorain, Heiban, Dalami, Elgoz, Dilling, Talodi, Lagawa, Abu Jubeiha, and 



Abyei Localities) considered food insecure areas. The distribution plan includes the IDPs identified in Rihaid Himaidan 
in Muglad (food to be distributed in mid May) and the population of the communities reconciled by RPCM in Lagawa 
and Dilling Localities, such as Abu Junuk, Al Sonut, Kadam, and Wali. 
Protection: The Sector received $433,000 of CHF fund for 5 of 9 projects listed in the Coordinated Action Plan. 
Projects include Rapid Response Preventive Protection Teams for Flashpoint Areas, Establishing, Strengthening and 
Training a Protection of Women Network, Prevention and Response of GBV, and Protection and Human Rights 
Workshops for Teachers. 
Return & Reintegration:  According to the estimate of the Sector, the State received 1231 spontaneous returns from 
January to 21 March this year. The highest return has been seen so far in 2010 in the following localities: Heiban (320 
persons), El Buram (247 persons), Kadugli (127 persons), Dilling (100 persons). Meanwhile, the Sector Lead (VRRC) 
stated that the Governor had agreed to fund VRRC to facilitate the return of 5,000 IDPs to the State from the Eastern 
States. As for reintegration of ex-combatants, nine NGOs have been identified as partners in Kauda. 
Capacity Building: The State Ministry of Local Governance (SMoLG) plans to conduct financial management training 
for  45 government officials and 45 locality officials from 29 March to 2 April with the support of UNDP. The Ministry also 
stated that the construction of the vocational training centre planned in the Coordinated Action Plan still lacks funding. 
The Ministry recently requested RCSO-HERR to conduct trainings to enhance the capacity of national NGOs. 
Data & Reporting Service: With a view to assisting UN Sector Leads for Sector Coordination meetings under MCM, 
RCSO-HERR provided each UN Sector Lead with the list of NGO activities and their details.  
 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS  
Acute Jaundice Syndrome: During March MCM, SMoH reported 21 cases of acute jaundice syndrome in Mandar 
village in Dilling Locality including two fatalities. SMoH carried out immediate countermeasures such as the distribution 
of chlorine tablets.  WHO stated that the number of cases cannot be classified as an outbreak of the disease, and 
requested the support of its partners in enhancing sanitation education, training and outreach programs as poor 
sanitation such as lack of latrines and use of contaminated water seems to be the cause. 
 

Water shortages resulting from Misseriya nomad groups in Keilak Locality: Following up to Keilak 
Commissioner’s appeal on water interventions into Misseriya nomad-congested areas encompassing 40-50 villages, 
during the 10 cross-border State Governors’ Conference, RCSO-HERR met with the Commissioner and listed the 
villages which the Commissioner claimed lack water. The list was shared with HAC/SRRC, RPCM, WASH, FSL and 
Peace Building Sector Leads, and their partners in the area covers Keilak, Lagawa, and Abyei Localities. Two of the 
listed villages will face serious water shortages within a few days, according to the Commissioner. Um Adara village 
(Lagawa Locality), where community leaders prevented RCSO-HERR staff last week from proceeding to Muglad, is
included in the list of affected areas. RCSO-HERR plans to visit the villages with HAC/SRRC before launching technical 
assessments.  
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
- Mujlad Working Group Meeting in Mujlad 
- Visit to Rihaid Himaidan in Mujlad  
- UNST 
- Preliminary assessment trip to Keilak 

 

RED SEA STATE 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Food Security: An EU representative visited Red Sea State from 21-23 March to follow up the progress in the 
implementation of the Sudan Productive Capacity Building and Recovery Program (SPCRP) funded by EU and 
implemented by FAO and Euro Consult Company. The representative visited Tokar locality to assess progress in the 
rehabilitation of Tokar Agricultural Scheme and also met with RCSO to extend appreciation for local coordination 
efforts. RCSO suggested that Food Security Information for Action (SIFSIA), an EU-funded initiative, could add a 
considerable value to the Early Warring Unit for food security which is managed by HAC and could serve as an entry 
point for SIFSIA to start some activities at the state level. The Sudan Institutional Capacity Programme: Food Security 
Information for Action (SIFSIA) works with national institutions to strengthen their capacity for generating, analyzing and 
disseminating food security information.  
World Water Day:  On 22 March, UNICEF in collaboration with WES, Red Sea State celebrated World Water Day in 
Port Sudan. Key events planned included a street carnival in Port Sudan, followed by a workshop on water quality and 
sanitation. The event was inaugurated by the State Minister of physical planning and attended by UN agencies and 
NGOs working in the state, as well as the UNICEF representative from Khartoum who explained that the 2006 Sudan 
Household Health Survey revealed that about 40 per cent of the population does not have access to safe drinking water 
and more than two-thirds have no access to adequate sanitation. He added that World Water Day (WWD) is an 



opportunity to explore solutions to water-related problems as well as to raise awareness and build capacities through 
information sharing.  

 

KASSALA AND GEDAREF 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
New housing built in Shegarab: On 25 March, UNHCR and SRCS celebrated the completion of 294 new housing
units in the refugee reception centre in Shegarab to accommodate new arrivals. The new units were handed over to 
UNHCR and the Sudanese Commissioner of Refugees (COR). 

 
DARFUR 

RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
EARLY RECOVERY AND RECOVERY: The RCSO, along with UNEP, the High Council on the Environment and 
Natural Resources (HCENR) and Forestry National Corporation (FNC) successfully hosted “Adaptation to Climate 
Change in Darfur” on 23-24 March in El Fasher. The event bought together GoS officials from the three Darfur states as 
well as Khartoum, civil society groups and community representatives, UN agencies, donors and other stakeholders 
involved in environment activities to formulate a common vision forward on climate change in Darfur and to recommend 
early recovery activities aimed towards improving livelihoods and prospects for environmental change in the region. 
North Darfur State 
Food Security and Livelihoods: WFP in ND presented the findings of its food monitoring system. The results revealed 
that the food consumption for the IDPs in the ND state remained the same, while the mixed communities had better 
consumption compared to the previous year. IDP income remained very stable over the five past years. The study 
measured key indicators such as consumption, food security, income (expenditure) holding others equal.  
WFP had also highlighted its core strategy for the year 2010, which includes a scale-down of GFD due to a reduction in 
resources. WFP will continue alternative programmes and activities such as food for work, school feeding in the camps, 
and food for training. Additionally, WFP will be targeting under-five children through its supplementary feeding 
programme.  A WFP evaluation team is assessing the work of WFP in 2009, including achievements and challenges 
faced last year, predicted challenges for the year 2010 and partnerships with international and local partners.  
WASH sector: There are no agencies working in WASH sector in the affected communities in the rural areas in North 
Darfur i.e. Jabel Mara, Saraf Omra, Elserief, and Malliet.  Since Plan Sudan has stopped their hygiene and sanitation 
activities in Zamzam (B) due to lack of funds, UNICEF is supporting WES to fill the gap. Activities have resumed. 
However, Plan Sudan or a replacement is needed to ease the burden on WES. 
HEALTH sector: Inadequate health services are reporting in El Fasher rural areas and Saraf Omra.  Six facilities left by 
IRC (Hashaba, Basheem, Kherban, Gabr ElGhanam, Um Ajaja) and one facility in Sarfa Omra left by MSF-B, have 
received continued and full support from UNICEF, UNFPA and WHO including the staff payment since March 2009.   
Coordinated efforts are being made through Ministry of Health and partners to improve service provision in the above 
mentioned areas and health facilities. 
ND-WHO has started preparation for disease outbreaks as AWD and meningitis. ND-WHO in collaboration with 
UNICEF, UNFPA, and MDM-F has prepared a Plan of Action for Jebel Mara for an immediate resumption of health 
services as soon as there is access to the area. 
 
South Darfur State 
Food Security and Livelihoods: Samaritan’s Purse conducted a three-day training in Tulus on crop production, 
protection, and organic farming. 150 farmers including 20 female farmers attended the training. 
WVI reported that their veterinary clinics funded by FAO  in Otash, Drej, Sakali and Alslam IDP camps is operating well 
with around 4435 different animals treated. This week WVI conducted two trainings in Poultry Restocking to 200 heads 
of households from IDP camps and an additional training on Community Animal Health Workers CAHWS targeting 15 
persons from Galdi and Derib Alryeh villages. 
For further HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS in Darfur please refer to OCHA bulletins: www.unsudanig.org 
 

 

CENTRAL EQUATORIA STATE (CES) 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
The Annual Livelihood and Nutrition Assessment (ANLA) for Central Equatoria was completed on 26 March.
Findings will articulate state food security.  During the reporting period, WFP embarked on general food distribution 



in Central Equatoria. 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Humanitarian action in Gemeiza:  Partners including WFP, CHF and IRW completed verification of beneficiaries 
and humanitarian response in Gemeiza.  The intervention that targeted 7,000 persons included two-months food 
ration, NFIs, seeds and tools and is aimed  at facilitating the initially displaced persons resettle and rebuild their lives 
in Gemeiza.  
Assessment planned in Terekeka:  Following information received following an UNMIS long range patrol between 
9-11 March, humanitarian partners plan to conduct an assessment to Muni and Tombeck in Terekeka County on 29-

30 March to assess the needs of the reported 4,000 IDPs. 
Returns: From 22-23 March, UNMIS/RRR together with WFP and SSRRC verified 258 households (1806 
individuals) of ADRA facilitated spontaneous returnees at Juba Port.  In event that that there no earmarked funds to 
facilitate such vulnerable groups, the 122 individuals remain stranded at Juba Port.  The Director of SSRRC/Central 
Equatoria resolved to inform authorities in both Eastern and Eastern Equatoria States to assist persons with onward 
transport home. 

 
 

EASTERN EQUATORIA STATE (EES) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Humanitarian action: PSI is distributing mosquito nets to in all the state counties.  UNHCR distributed 800 blankets to 
vulnerable groups targeting widows, old-age, disabled, and children and lactating mothers in Imuroko, Ifutu, Nyang and 
Yiree Torit County.  
Planned assessment following destruction of homes by rain:  A report received on 24 Mach from UNHCR informed 
that an estimated 60 houses were destroyed by the recent heavy rains in Torit County at Ilangi residential area.  The 
Integrated Team and SSRRC County Secretary will conduct an assessment.    
Reports received of abandoned village following conflict: UN military observers reported on 26 March that during 
their patrol in Ifura in Torit County and Malagit in Lafon County, villages were found abandoned.  Apparently, 
evacuation orders were given by the Ifura chief to Murahatuka village in Torit County following the killing of two women 
on 21 March and four women during the first week of February.  It is reported that 900 people were displaced.   

 

JONGLEI STATE (JS) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Security concerns along Boma- Pochalla Road: Security concerns of the Boma-Pochalla road were raised by 
UNHCR, stating that there had been series of attacks in February on WFP trucks transporting humanitarian supplies 
and even private trucks/vehicles using the road.  This route is vital for movement of NFIs, refugees, etc.  The State 
Government has written strong letters to the counties concerned to advocate for peace and the SSRRC Director is in 
talks with security organs in Bor who are in touch with security personnel in Boma and Pochalla.  There have been no 
reported incidents in the last two weeks at the time of reporting.     
Humanitarian action:   Completion of the verification and delivery of assistance to the Awerial IDPs in Pariak (141
households) is imminent.  UNHCR, JIT, WFP and SSRRC verified 146 households (664 individuals).  On 29 March 
WFP will provide food to the verified Awerial IDPs. 

 

LAKES STATE (LS) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
NFI Kits distributed: From 23– 24 March, with support from UNMIS, the Integrated team facilitated the transportation 
of 261 NFIs kits provided by UNICEF to 261 IDP households [approx. 1566 individuals] in Cueibet County.  The 
beneficiaries are households who lost their properties when their tukuls [houses] were burnt down by the SPLA during 
conflict with armed youth during disarmament process.  It was observed during the delivery that life in Cueibet County 
had returned to normal and the SSRRC County Secretary reported that almost all the 8,442 IDPs have either relocated 
within the county or returned home.    

 

NORTHERN BAHR EL GHAZAL STATE (NBEGS) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Verification of Spontaneous returnees: The Integrated Team in collaboration with UN agencies and SSRRC verified 



spontaneous returnees from 24 – 26 March.  The verification covered areas of Aweil West and Centre County.  Find 
below the details for the aforementioned verifications: 
County Payam Village/Boma  HHS Individuals  Remarks 

Aweil town Aweil town 209 1141 Returnees 
Nyallath Nyallath 58 365 Returnees 

Aweil Centre 

Aulic Aulic 115 698 Returnees 
Aweil West Mariem East Maduany 160 800 Returnees 
Total   542 3004   

 

UNITY STATE (US) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Data collection on displacement:  As part of its coordination and support to humanitarian agencies and Government 
through data collection and information dissemination, the Integrated Team in Unity state has compiled and established 
data on the number of IDPs in Unity State.  The reported number displaced is 12,431 individuals (2,566 households) 
affected by the cross-border cattle raids and clashes between Misseriya Nomads and SPLA in Mayom, Abiemnom and 
Panyijar Counties respectively. 
Food aid and seeds and tools distribution: WFP reported on the completion in the distribution of 1,500 metric tons of 
food to 78,830 beneficiaries including IDPs, vulnerable food insecure households and PLWHAs for March and April.  
CARE International has procured 46,000 kilograms of assorted seeds to be distributed to 8,333 households in 
Abiemnom, Pariang and Rubkona Counties.  In addition to the seeds are assorted tools and vegetable seeds to be 
distributed to women’s group in vulnerable communities. 
Verification of spontaneous returnees:  From 23-26 March, the Integrated Team, WFP and IOM, and the SSRRC
conducted inter-agency verification of 2,549 spontaneous returnees (380 households).  It was noted that there is a 
serious shortage of food cereals (sorghum) in most of the  return communities around Rubkona, fewer economic 
activities in the market centres and a dearth of basic social services 

 
 

UPPER NILE STATE (UNS) 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Sudan Household Survey commences data collection commences:  The GoSS Ministry of Health and the 
Southern Sudan Centre for Census, Statistics and Evaluation initiated the second round of the Sudan Household 
Health Survey (SHHS2).  Actual data collection commenced on 15 March and is expected to continue for a month.  
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Food aid distribution: As part of the WFP response to last years’ poor crop harvest, the organization continues to 
dispatch, preposition and distribute food to the affected communities within the State. WFP has since distributed a total 
of 2,043 metric tons to some 199,906 beneficiaries in Upper Nile State and parts of Northern Jonglei State which are 
normally served from Malakal.    
Returns: The second convoy of the IOM-funded joint organized return from Blue Nile to Mabaan County in 
neighbouring Upper Nile arrived safely on 16 March and onboard were a total of 211 households (689 individuals).  
This brought the total number of individuals repatriated through the IOM funded movement which took place between 8-
16 March to 345 households (1,114 individuals).  All received early reintegration assistance and were dispatched to 
their final destinations which included Bonj, Doro, Gesmalla/Durwa, Gufa, Nila, Laka and Tumbak Payams. 

 
 

WARRAP STATE (WS) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Emergency Response in Palal Payam, Tonj East County: 

o Food Distribution: WFP distributed food rations to 4,000 beneficiaries in Palal Payam who were affected by 
the recent clashes between SPLA and the Luac-Koth communities of Palal Payam between February 28-March 
3.  

o Non Food Items (NFIs) distribution: A total of 1,414 NFI kits were distributed in Tonj East County to the Palal 
Payam conflict-affected persons.  



Commissioner suspends food distribution in Tonj South County: On 18 March, the Integrated Team was informed 
by SSRRC director that the Tonj South Commissioner suspended food distribution in his county over disputed
vulnerability criteria used to allocate food.  The Commissioner preferred that food and NFI should be handed over to the 
chiefs for distribution, citing that the chiefs were better aware of community vulnerability.  The Integrated Team is 
following up with the County Commissioner and WFP to reach a solution. 
Challenges faced during the emergency response: Vehicles transporting NFIs were held up by SPLA for nearly 8 
hours in protest to non-payment of salaries.  On 16 March, while returning from Palal after distribution, another group of 
SPLA hijacked the trucks in order to carry soldiers.  The trucks were released the following day.   

 
 

WESTERN BAHR ELGHAZAL STATE (WBEGS) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
Response for Mapel IDPs:  On 23 and 26 March, the Integrated Team followed up on commitments to respond to the 
1,999 households displaced in 5 villages in Alor Boma (Maple), Jur River County due to cattle raiding in early February.  

 

WESTERN EQUATORIA STATE (WES) 
HUMANITARIAN DEVELOPMENTS 
IDP Verification: The 9,000 IDPs in Mvolo County displaced by intertribal conflict in February between Dinka Agar from 
Lakes State and Jur bel from Mvolo County Western Equatoria have been verified. 

 
 

The RCSO Weekly Report is a consolidation of weekly field reports produced by RCSO field offices, based on information from state level 
United Nations, NGO and government partners. For further information or state contact details, please contact jamala@un.org 
(HERR/RCSO Khartoum) or  Sandra Kugonsa Isingoma: isingomas@un.org  (RCSO Juba). For previous reports, please refer to: 
http://rco.unsudanig.org/ . 

 
 

ABBREVIATIONS: 
AWD: Acute Water Diarrhoea 
CSAC: Community Security and Arms Control Programme 
CHF: Common Humanitarian Fund 
DG: Director-General 
EC: European Commission 
GBV: gender based violence 
HAC: Humanitarian Aid Commission 
JIT: Joint Integrated Team (formerly RCSO & RRR) 
RRR: Return, Reintegration and Recovery 

RPCM: Reconciliation and Peaceful Co-existence Mechanism  
SAC: Sudan AIDS Commission 
SMOA: State Ministry of Agriculture 
SMOH: State Ministry of Health 
SRRC: Sudan Recovery and Relief Commission 
WAD: World AIDS Day 
WG: Working Group 
WES: Water , Environment and Sanitation 
UNST: UN State Team 
USG: Undersecretary General 


